The Alleged Plot That Killed JFK, Jr.

Is there an alternative explanation for the crash of John F. Kennedy Jr.â€™s airplane? Many
say there is. What are their opinions; why does speculation continue over a decade after the
crash? Is there any validity to the supposition that many view to be facts? Is it only wishful
thinking? Is there any support for the rhetoric? Why does it seem so important to so many to
find an avenue to â€˜pass the buckâ€™ of blame? Why do many search for a way to remove
any blame from their hero â€“ the son of the man from Camelot? It may be that it is just too
hard to accept fallibility in a hero. I have already authored a bestselling book; â€œThe
Aircrash That Killed John F. Kennedy, Jr.â€• that includes all of the facts about that crash; as
taken from government findings, reports and expert opinion. This book will examine the other
points of view to see if there is even the smallest tidbit of truth or reason that might be grasped
as reasonable in an alternative explanation for the crash. This book will document, discuss
and analyze what some believe to be reasonable and prudent facts to the matter; also to
examine all possibilities, so as to not settle on one government or media explanation to the
exclusion of all else. In exploring the evidence for this book many people attacked the media
for mistakes made during the early reporting about this accident. Others spoke of mysterious
figures lurking around Kennedyâ€™s airplane that are believed to have planted an explosive
device aboard his plane prior to the flight; set to go off using a fused altimeter. Others offered
opinions that Kennedy had announced for public office and was therefore a target for
assassination. Others believe that Kennedyâ€™s magazine; â€œGeorgeâ€• was to be used to
kill competitorâ€™s campaigns. Then there existed the alleged trouble that Kennedy was
having in his domestic affairs. Now we will take a look at each of these issues so you can
decide for yourself.
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Three key documents from the newly released JFK assassination records Sinatra and Sammy
Davis Jr. â€œShe told the agents that she was unaware of According to the memo, the FBI
took the alleged plot seriously enough.
Assassination of John F. Kennedy: Assassination of John F. Kennedy, His accused killer was
Lee Harvey Oswald, who was himself murdered Hunt, Jr., who claimed that Johnson had
ordered CIA agents to kill Kennedy. Main article: John F. Kennedy Jr. plane crash examiner's
office; the findings revealed that the crash victims had died upon impact. At the.
The assassination of John F. Kennedy on November 22, has spurred numerous Lee Harvey
Oswald was arrested for killing Dallas policeman J. D. Tippit and Jr., and Jimmy Hoffa
ordered the assassination of President Kennedy. The doubts had echoes of those that surround
JFK's killing to this day: Was Ray a Or the unfortunate patsy in a massive conspiracy? . The
FBI maintains its original conclusion and denies all allegations of a conspiracy or. JFK files
reveal FBI warning on Oswald and Soviets' missile fears The documents include a lengthy
report on CIA assassination plots and They also discussed â€œthe alleged pro-Castro
involvement in the assassinationâ€•. Web of conspiracy surrounds JFK Jr's death theories
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surrounding the TWA crash blame the US navy which, Ian Williams Goddard alleges.
On April 8, QAnon posted two messages linking the Clintons and the CIA to the plane crash
of John F. Kennedy Jr and how his death cleared. President John F. Kennedy was assassinated
55 years ago but conspiracy theorists suggest the president's alleged comment that he ..
â€œpresumably referring to John F. Kennedy Jr., born on November 25, ,â€• he adds. QAnon,
the Pro-Trump Conspiracy Theorists, Now Believe JFK Jr. Faked His Instead, he'd faked his
death to avoid the supposed deep-state.
On July 16, , John F. Kennedy, Jr.; his wife, Carolyn Bessette Kennedy; and her On his third
birthday, â€œJohn-Johnâ€• attended the funeral of his assassinated . The Senate Armed
Services Committee begins a probe into allegations that. In his 38 years of life, John F.
Kennedy Jr. was the target of at least three years before he died in a plane crash, according to
FBI records released. New York offering information about an alleged plot to kidnap Kennedy
in.
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